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Constructing Time and Space in the

Garden Suburb

lon
Hoskins

Allan Ashbolt began his contribution to Me anj in' s 1,9 6 6' G o dzone'
symposium with a portrayal of Australian 'reality':

Behold the man-the Australian of today-on Sunday morn-
ings in the suburbs, when the high decibel drone of the motor-
mower is calling the faithful to worship. A block of land, a
brick veneer, and the motor-mower beside him in the wilder-
ness-what more does he want to sustain him.

In Ashbolt's suburbia we have wilderness and garden, the pioneer
and his Victa, linked-albeit ironically-to material and spiritual
sustenance. The mowers proceed to drown out 'the plaintive
clanging of the church-bells . . . [and] swell into a mechanised
pagan chorus'.l They become both literally and symbolically the
intrusive machines in the Edenic garden of Ausrralian radicalism,
which Ashbolt maintains 'went up a cul-de-sac in the first decade
of this century'. The growth and shaping of suburbia, rhen,
becomes indicative of the hardening 'pattern of conformity',
while the Victa-that symbol of 'personal property . . . demo-
cratic rights . . . [and] power'-has subdued rhe pre-war ideal of
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'Australian radicalism, mixed as itwas with the inchoate spirit of
nationalism'.2

For Allan Ashbolt, the developmenr of suburbia after'$íorld
IØar Il.represented the loss of something identifiably Austral-
ian-th'e healthy radicalism linked to the left-wing nationalism of
the pre-war years. The admirable characteristics of the Australian
working class (referred to in masculine terms) had given way to
the self-deluding search for respectability and the mundanity of
middle-class life. Ashbolt used imagery relating ro rhe Australian
landscape to press home his point. The wilderness-synonymous
with the pioneering spirit-gives \May to manicured lawns-
synonymous with bourgeois respectability.

These ideas were not new. Ashbolt was echoing the sentiments
of a series of primarily masculinist, anti-domestic, 'anti-respect-
ability' jeremiads which appeared at leasr from the turn of the
century through to World nØar II and after.3 In these, the suburb
and suburban culture frequently figured as both symptoms and
causes of national enervation. The suburb stood as a negation of
the symbolic honesty of 'the bush'.

I would like, then, ro draw artention ro this focus on the
meaning and function of spatial form. Ashbolt has â particular
difficulty with the type of space represenred in the Ausrralian
suburb-the block and the garden. He is confronted by the
manner in which people shape, quite literally, their surroundings;
the meaning and emotional investment located in that space. His
attack is aimed quite pointedly at suburban conformity and
respectability. Again, Ashbolt was not alone in this. George
Johnston and Robin Boyd, to name just two, made similar
specific associations between the shape of suburban space and the
pursuit of respectability.a All equated suburban space with con-
formity, control and some sense of false consciousness.

Tim Rowse has pointed to the figurative, but varying, use of
the word 'suburbia' in ongoing summations of Australian iden-
tity. Something which began as

an abstract Nietszchean dismissal . . . enjoyed a caÍeer as the
metonym of a half-accepted civilisation-stolid electorate or
satirical object . . . [passing with the writings of Hugh Srremon
and others] into a much more acceptable sociological usage,
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connected to a program of reform which is sophisticated but
fundamentally conservative of capitalist social relations.5

A key factor here is rhe element of ,logic, which .rrrd"ríi'e, 
"rrymetonymic and metaphoric relation between word and subject.

It is importanr ro remember that it is ideology which informs the
'logic' of the figurative association between suburb and social
relations, whether rhat be positive or negative. For Ashbolt, the
spatial features of suburban culture were self-evidendy material-
istic and therefore antipathetic to radicalism. Johnston presented
the suburban garden as a site of a feminine, claustiophobic
respectability. For Boyd, the suburban spatial aesthetic was
indicative of vulgarity and national immaturity.

But the suburb with its constituent elements, the quarter-acre
block, the cul-de-sac, the garden and its plants, is a spatial form
shaped by social forces within and beyond the control of its
inhabitants. I would agree with Manuel castells's suggestion that
'cities and space are the unfinished products of historical debates
and conflicts involving meaning, function, and form'.6 It is the
combination of ideas of identity, social well-being and spatial
form that is interesting in this Australian contexr. My foco, h.r"
is on the function of space in the formation of social reiations, and
specifically on norions of respectability. It is useful to follow the
suggestion of Henri Lefebvre and Edward soja that 'social and
spatial relâtions are dialectically interactive, interdependent; that
social relations of production are both space-forming and space
contingent'.7

unlike chara*erisations of the generic suburb-imagined
suburbs which float about in time and space and exist so-.-h.r.
between working class and upper middle class-I will focus
specifically on the development of one .model, suburb: Dacey
Garden Suburb or Daceyville as it became known. My concern
here is with various Australian perceptions of the suturb and
identity-figurative and materi al-'t a particularly formative
time in both the sparial development of sydney and the accompa-
nying nationalist discourses advancing representations of iden-
tity, asserting national efficiency and establishing social stability:
the period immediately preceding'!íorld IØar I, through ,o ,ú"
1920s.'sØithin the discourse of this period, the 'model' oi'garden'
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suburb became the idealised material spatial form, while assum-

ing a metonymic place in ideological representations of identity.
It was at this time that the ideology of the modern suburb

became indelibly linked to an Australian identity. But unlike the

pejorative associations of suburb and social type which chatac-

terised the commentaries outlined above' this linkage celebrated

the idealised respectability and stability of suburban culture.

Australia was seen as a spacious land with the potential to avoid

the problems of the'old world'. And as the best utilisation of this

spatial potential, the suburb was linked in a variety of ways to

nationalidentity. Thecommissioners of the 1909 Royal Commis-

sion for the Improvement of Sydney and its Suburbs rejected

European and American models of urban housing, concluding

that 'the tenement or flat system of housing would not meet the

requirements of Australian workmen, and we recommend that

onìocial and hygienic grounds, workmen should be eniouraged

to live in separate houses in the suburbs'.8 This suggested provi-
sion of detached houses in the suburbs was in keeping with the

tenets of the 'Progressive' reformism which combined notions of
respectability and social progress.e An examination of planning

literature in Sydney in the period outlined reveals the extent to

which space, and more specifically spatial regulation, was inte-

gral to 'Progressive' ideas of racialhealth, identity, efficiency and

the maintenance of stable social relations. Congestion, the over-

intensive and counterproductive use of urban space' was blamed

for avariety of social ills, both physical and metaphysical. It was

the 'chief evil to be combated'.10 Minimum space provisions were

quoted with scientific certainty in numerous reports' plans and

legislative measures. John Sulman, one of the original planners of
Daceyville, noted approvingly that that suburb, with thirty
people per âcre, had half the maximum agreed density for the

residential suburb.11

This reformist planning ideology was informed by a strong

environmental determinism-albeit one invested with a gender,

racial and class-specific hereditarianism.l2 The Australian urban
reformer R. F. Irvine articulated the link in 1'914. 

'!?hile he took
the Eugenics Education Society to task for their rigid hereditarian

determinism, he none the less maintained that it was 'only by
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successively improving the conditions of life that its good stock,
if we are fortunate enough to get it, can realise itself and produce
the results expected of it. Every breeder knows this . . . the
problem of howto produce a superior civilisation is both biologi-
cal and sociological'.13

For a reformer such as Irvine-and his attitudes are by no
means exceptional in this respect-the spatial configuration
represented by the garden suburb was the best means to improve
the conditions of life, particularly for the urban working class.
The planned suburb provided space, which in turn facilitated the
circulation of air, the reception of sunlight, recreation, self-
sufficiency and spiritual uplift through the contemplation of
nature. The ideal suburb was a combination of quantitative and
qualitative space.

The removal of urban working-class communities to planned
and controlled suburban space outside the city itself was instru-
mental in the control-and elimination-of those working-class
cultures. Irvine's proposals were progressive in their advocacy of
'co-partnership housing', but like many of his more conservative
contemporaries he condemned the 'street and lane life' of the
inner city. The link between space and culture was explicitly
made in his 1913 parliamentary report on the condition of
workers'housing: 'decent family life'could not exist in a domes-
tic environment where there were 'no front gardens and [only]
small backyards'.1a

'VØhen Irvine wrote pejoratively of women sitting on 'kerb-
stones' reading 'comic cuts and penny dreadfuls' while 'gossip-
ing' and bringing their babies up 'literally in the gutters', he was
describing an urban culture where activity occurred outside the
hallowed space of 'the home'. Irvine's domestic ideal involved
gender-defined space. The feminised house in the garden suburb,
separated from the masculine world of work, would 'enable them
[women] to play the part of mother better and to devote them-
selves to making their homes pleasant and attractive'.1s

And it was in the unhygienic-and uncontrolled-spaces of
the city that political agitation could grow. In the wake of the
1917 strikes) one architectural writer could claim that every
'garden suburb that comes into existence is a "pill box" in the
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Smith Street, Surry Hills, c. 1909-13, taþen as part of Sydney
City Council resumþtion measures. Tbe boy sitting in the gutter

in front of a'slum dwelling' implies tbat inadequate garden space
had forced bim on to tbe streets.

path of anarchy'.16 George Sydney Jones, founding Council
member of the Town Planning Association of New South Vales
and president of the Royal NS'S7 Institute of Architects, could
suggest that'taste is advanced when the labouring man, skilled or
unskilled, has his little home in the suburbs of the great city (one
of the best features of Australian democracy is that it allows this),
he has his garden, and he, his wife and children benefit by direct
contact with nature'.17

A belief in the efficacy of spatial manipulation through town
planning and architectural design-environmental determinism-
was at the heart of Jones's optimism. The 'elementary study of
town planning', he maintained, 'will in due course influence the
young generafion in those things which make for citizenship and
love of order and comeliness'.18 ForJones and Irvine and so many
other planners, space was a key factor in determining the physical
and metaphysical make-up of the subject.

It was inner-city congestion, the maintenance of 'peace, order
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and good government' and an intense dislike for exploitative
landlords, which prompted New South Wales's first Labor
Colonial Secretary, J. R. Dacey, to draft a proposal for the
construction of a model suburb in 1912.'The day is past', he
declared during debate over rhe Housing Bill, 'when free Austral-
ians were content to be herded together in terraces of mere dog
boxes. In some of the suburbs they are compelled to herd rogether
like flies, and the time has come when we should create a garden
ctty'.le

The passage of the 1912 Housing Act and the crearion of the
NS\Ø Housing Board cleared the way for the erecion of a
government-funded model suburb beyond Kensington on Syd-
ney's south-easteÍn periphery. Dacey died that year but the
suburb was named in his memory. Daceyville was to be a suburb
of 1,437 cottages and 40 shops covering an area of some 336
acres.2o

The project was a government initiative intended to demon-
strate the feasibility of highly integrated and planned suburban
development. It remains the most complete example of an imple-
mentation of 'garden suburb' design in Sydney.2r The regular grid
which characterised the usual 'rational' use of space-present in
the earlier privately developed 'garden suburbs' such as
Haberfield-was consciously discarded in favour of a radial
street formâtion inset with smaller circles for public spaces. The
design of curvilinear streetscapes borrowed directly from eight-
eenth-century landscape theory where variation of view was
considered important for aesthetic stimulation. such streetscaping
produced variable but ultimately controlled vistas: ,as you walk
along the street, you are continually getting fresh views of the
houses, and the monotony of seeing so far ahead is desúoyed'.22

The proposal for large amounts of 'unproductive'space in the
form of both public and private gardens and parks was restimony
to the value placed on the beneficial effect of such qualitative
space. Utilisation of space in this manner would pay ultimately as
inhabitants became healthier, more orderly and more productive.
The government was none the less emphatic in its assertions that
this project was not charity but a self-funding enterprise. The
message for the private sector was clear: provision of planned
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residential space open to all classes-as opposed to class-exclu-
sive or unplanned developments returning short-term profit-
was possible.

Imme.diate costs had to be covered while rents were simultane-
ously kept to a level affordable for a skilled tradesperson. The
result was indeed a suburb made up mainly of skilled working-
class and lower middle-class families. So although classlessness

was an avowed aim of the Labor Government, the relatively small
block and house size and the rental character of the suburb
militated against a wider class appeal.

This ostensible attack on social barriers was reflected in the
design of the suburb. Daceyville was one of the first suburbs in
Sydney to be designed without fences-visible delineations of
property, separating public and private spâce. IØhile the private
sphere was maintained with the provision of individual domestic
spâces, â sense of public spacewâs importantwiththe facilitation
of community. Such a strategy depended on the maintenance of
private gardens by residents. One disorderly house and garden
could undermine the effect of the whole streetscape. Daceyville
leases specified that premises be kept in 'good and substantial
repair' and cleanliness, and the gardens kept in'good order to the
satisfaction of the Board'.23

The Housing Board placed great emphasis on the upkeep of the
gardens in Daceyville. InIg'1.6 itassumed 'liability' for the 'excess

water rates and garden fees' to maintain the 'garden character of
the Suburb', raising rents nevertheless by threepence to cover the
added expense. Term payments on lawn-mowers were organised
for tenants. Six more mowers were bought by the board and lent
out. A garden competition, with cash prizes of f,I and f,2, was
started in 1.91.4. The services of the director of the Botanic
Gardens, Joseph Henry Maiden, himself an active social re-
former, were engaged for general plantings and landscaping. By
1 91 5 the board reported that the 'site of the suburb, which, until
a short time ago, was but an expanse of sandy scrub, is now
transformed into a picturesque settlement'.2a Unimproved, un-
productive, vacant space was being resumed and converted into
qualitative, socially productive space.

But the aesthetic concerns of the board also had an immediate
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political dimension. For the conservative Opposition, Daceyville,
or'Audaciousville' as it was labelled, undermined the workings
of the market.2s Such government intervention into the housing
industry represented state socialism. For Henry'S7illis, the Mem-
ber for Upper Hunter, it countered the 'industry of the indi-
vidual', for under'socialism', a 'man is expecting everything to be
done for him'.26 The conservative Member for Orange claimed
that the lack of fences would promore a 'sort of socialistic
equality amongst the tenants' .27 For a Labor Party whose reform
agenda rested on notions of social stability, efficiency and the
promotion of working-class respectability, accusations of social-
ism were wilfully inaccurate but damaging none the less. The
fostering and display of respectability was all the more crucial.

Clearly the ideological construction of national identity and
respectability was an important pârt of this debate. Dacey had
linked the idea of 'free Australians' to the provision of greater
living space and the end of the slum lord. The planners and
architects Florence and George Taylor, too, strongly favoured
spâtial regulation, claiming that in Australia, 'where space is
more plentiful than any other inhabited country, there would be
no slums, no shacks, no sorrow' but for 'vested interests'. None
the less they could attack government enterprise at Daceyville
because the development of such rental accommodation ran
counter to their campaign to foster a respectable home-owning
instinct in the 'Australian character'.28 Clearly, in this formula-
tion, Daceyville was un-Australian.

Indeed, the shaping of the lands cape at Daceyville itself repre-
sented a nationalist spatial inscription. Maiden's influence on
landscaping led to a planting of species such as flowering gums
along the thoroughfares-one of the earliest examples of such use

of native flora. The streets were initially named to commemorate
the European colonisation and charted a broader national land-
scâpe: Cook Avenue, Endeavour Road, 'VØills Crescent, Banks
Avenue and Solander Road. The Australian involvement in
'World .War 

I had an immediate inscriptive impact as new streets
were named after Allied, national and local war heroes: Joffre
Crescent, General Bridges Crescent, Sergeant Larkin Crescent,
Colonel Braund Crescent and Colenso Crescent. General Haig
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wâs memorialised with the naming of a children's playground

and an adjacent avenue.
By L91,8, war aims and propaganda meshed with pre-rvar

concerns.for social efficiency. At the Second Australian Town

Planning Conference J. D. Fitzgerald, the conference president

and the?irst chairman of the Housing Board, could speak of the

function of his ,own pet child-Daceyville" in anticipation of the
.second greât war-that struggle for commercial and industrial

srrprema-cy, between the 'Teuton barbarians and the civilised

na'tions'. Victory here would be achieved by, among other things,

'keeping the flag of "one family one house" flying-(cheers)-by
aboiirhittg overcrowding . . . [and developing areas] where the

children, in their garden villages will grow up taller, stronger'

deeper in the chesi. . . more likely to be stalwart effectives in the

wealth creating forces of the State'.2e

By the early tgZOs when building stopped on the original

grri.n suburb development, Daceyville had become a matrix of

nationalist symbols.30 This symbolism' combined with a posi-

tioning in the developmenr of planning ideology, gave the suburb

both a figurative and material function in nationalist discourse:

itwas intended to create an Australian identity in both a symbolic

and physical way.
But Daceyville was not only a suburb shaped both figuratively

and materially at the level of political and professional interven-

tion, it was alio a lived space-somewhere acted upon by people

who invest the space of home and locality with meaning through

communal and ìeH-identification. Andrew May has suggested

that any examination of the city as 'a place of social powef must

be sensitive both to srructures of conúol on the one hand and the

vicissitudes of local experience on the other'.31

An examination of the memories of a group of people who

grew up in and around Daceyville from \íorld'!lar I to at least

ih. tg:Or has provided one means of examining the lived space

of the suburb.3t Joan, El izabeth,Clara and Frances were members

of the generation of 'sralwart effectives' anticipated by Fitzgerald.

All moved to, or were born in, the suburb befote 1920'

My use of oral history is not intended to suggest a simple

dichotomy between aurhenric and inauthentic renderings of

This photograph, entitled'A uell-kept bacÞyard, Dacey Garden
Suburb', was included in a 1918 Housing Board promotional
booþlet on the suburb. Tbis child owes her well-.being to the

pretty garden which affords her protection from the street and
space enough to throw a ball.

B¡lsrs o¡ Su¡un¡lt

Daceyville-the first arising from ,the people', the latter a prod-
uct of the ideological imposition of the ruling class.'Whar emerges
from these stories is a sense of dialogue berween subjectivities of
spatial experience on the one hand and the spatial description and
intervention from political and professional elites on the other.
The emphasis on the respecrability and stability of the commu-
nity, so important to the planners, was also a central part of the
residents' perception of themselves and their suburb-and their
choices for the shaping of that space.

Yet the 'pracrice of everyday life' was seldom carried out with
explicit reference to the intent of the planners. streets were still
play areas despite the provision of playgrounds. Haig park was
known generally as 'the paddock' and used as a recreation and
transit area with little consideration of the exploits of its name-
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sake. And respectability and the ideals- of domesticity did not

;;J;i. fåtiti."t .á--it-"rrt of the residents-men and

;;;;"--åy of whom were fiercelv loval to either the Labor

p".,y *rft. Ubo, br"akaw"y local mémberTomMutch' himself

a resident of the suburb-Elizatethremembered her house adorned

with posters canvassing preferred candidates at election time'

Ëi".rår..ring in the loåti..u brought large, frequently passion-

ut. .ro*d, on to the süeets: 'They would stand up and sprulK

from the back of a truck and if the people didn't like what [thosel

;;b ;;t; saying they threw tomatoes and all sorts of stuff and

'rr,f îrorft., ""¿ 
I *""td get under the.tray of the:t:t::it"

;å"1ã;;;g.t hurt'.33 But ioan, Elizabeth' Clara and Frances all

,.-"-¡.rî¿ the suburb as a'close-knit' and'law-abiding' com-

munity. They presented images of an active community where the

lrogrér, Association, Parerits and Citizens Association' the Po-

litical Labour Leaguá, the church and the ongoing garden com-

p.rliio"t oper"t.dãs agencies for political expression' corporate

action facilitating suburban improvement' socialising and con-

flict resolution. S,rpfott of the ttttoot and the community belief

in the value of educãtion were constantly stressed'

Buttherearebothsocialandspatialdifferenceswhichseparate
.fr. ."f.ti."ces and the commoialities which link them' Social

""¿ 
tpäri"f positioning is a determinant here' Life in the funcdon-

;iüÑii;óace of thelolce station, as the daughter of Dacevville's

iJtip.ri.. t fficer,gave Joan contact with 'social problems' not

ment'ioned in other narratives-shell-shocked and amputee war

lr.,.r"rrr, the experiences of war widows' drunkenness and ne-

gi..t.d.ttit¿t.". Her general 9m.nh1is 
on community support

ãnd ,..p.., for law wä qualified with uncertainty as informed

imagination penetrated thã private space of the home: 'what went

o., iî p.opte''s homes, of cãurse', one-wouldn't know-becâuse

wives were very Stoic about their husbands you know' I think a

to, of ,ft.rn proúably did put up with a lot of things but they didn't

ever comPlain about it''34- 
The inierior of the house was an opaque private-space capable

of Jeflecting public gaze' Howeut', tht exterior of the home and

its setting, tfr. g"rdã,,, were visible to all' In Daceyville garden

.onr.io"î""s, ind participation in the annual garden competi

don was widespreå. The competition represented a public and
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ofÍicial acknowledgement of civic achievement.3s There was

considerable emotional and physical investment in the upkeep of
the cottage gardens, reflecting creative pride in both privâte space

and public streetscape. In this demonstrâtion of family and group

respectability, the function of display was clearly important, 'My
father showed it [his garden] thirteen years . . . and twelve of those

years he won it. And he had lights all up in the yard for people to
come of an evening. And he had privets to topiary them into all
shapes of birds and animals'.36

Joan's memories of the gardens were equally vivid: 'I can

always remember one year one man did his in the form of the

hands of a clock. My father would always win the prize for sweet

peas'. But the competitiveness which produced such a well-
tended streetscape could also create tension. rü(¡hile the narratives

stressed co-operation and conviviality in competition there was

acknowledgement that this pursuit of respectability might also

undermine communality. Both Elizabeth andJoan's fathers even-

tually stopped competing after they suspected others of cheating
and theft.

Prize listings in the Housing Board reports indicate that
participation in the competition, and perhaps gardening in gen-

eral, tended to be a male preserve. In Elizabeth's family there was

a clear division between the gendered spaces ofhouse and garden

based in part on horticultural knowledge and interest in compet-
ing:

My mother was only allowed to hose because she used to pick
the wrong things at the wrong time . . I mean she loved
flowers-she loved them in the house, though, and Dad liked
them in the garden . . . He was the one who did the cutting
because she'd have just gone out and picked herself a bunch of
flowers and it was probably the one he was going to show that
week in competition.

With these tended gardens and its planned streets, Daceyville
sat ât the edge of suburban development. Further on lay pig
farms, a quarantine hospital, coastal settlements, tin shanties and
more of the 'expanse of sandy scrub' upon which the garden
suburb was built. The open areâ beyond the residential perimeter
was known generally as 'the bush'. This vacant land added to a
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general sense of spaciousness pervading memories of childhood
at Daceyville.

If this pointed to â continuity of spâce' the emptiness and

'otherness' of 'the bush' also helped to define the form and

domeåticity of the suburb itself. Space was acted upon and

thereby defined within the suburb, but definition could also result

from juxtaposition with 'unshaped' space. Though public spaces

had been consciously planted with irative species, the private

gardens in Daceyville were full of exotic blooms, distinguishing

them from'the bush'with its wildflowers: 'You just wouldn't put
them in your garden-they were a bush plant'. For Betty 'the

bush' was out of bounds except when accompanied by her father

on Sunday afternoon walks and collecting expeditions. ''We'd

bring back a bunch of wildflowers for my mother . . . You could

walk to Mascot and hardly see a house.'37

Daceyville was positioned-somewhat symbolically perhaps-
between 'the bush' and the conventionally planned and middle-
class South Kensington. The differentiation in the minds of
residents of both Daceyville and South Kensington owed much to

class. Clara's declaration, 'we were definitely Daceyvillites', was

firmly grounded in a positive assertion of the suburb's respectable

working-class identity. Others saw the rental character, govern-

ment sponsorship and class make-up of the suburb as a counter

to respectability.
There was also â strong sense of a spatiâl differentiation

impinging on notions of class and national identity. Jean lived in
middle-class South Kensington but was familiar with Daceyville

through her attendance at the suburb's Primary School from the

early I920sz

The houses that I recall were not beautifully shining white that
glowed in the sunshine, they were in my memory a little
perhaps on the run-down side and I believe the grown-ups

thought this too . . . it was certainly in the local view of the

South Kensingtonites, un-Australian. The design of the houses

was Spanish, the circular layout of the streets and so forth was

unfamiliar and this of course is a powerful breeder of preju-

dice.38

The garden consciousness and community pride of the residents
seemed not to have impinged on the residents of respectable
South Kensington.

Positive images of Daceyville began to fade as the 1930s were
recalled. General economic depression and, equally importantly,
the dispersal of many of the original 'good, families had an impacr
upon the suburb and the'original'community. As the children of
the first Daceyville generation grew up, travelling more fre-
quently beyond the suburb's perimerers to high school and jobs,
the pursuit of respectability was more frequently expressed in the
ideal of home-ownership and upward mobility. Consequendy as
Elizabeth admitted, 'you weren't so proud really to say you lived
in Daceyville as you were when you were younger'.3e Joan
recalled the 'decline'in the suburb by using spatial metaphors of
respectability and community: 'There were no longer garden
competitions-that had all gone . . . By that time most people had
put a fence in front of their house . . . The people weren't as proud
of their suburb after the Depression, because as I say people
started moving out'. Partitioning of space and the end of the
organised landscape enhancement of the gardening competitions
symbolised the end of community, shared space and identity-
the homogeneous respectability of the original residents.

For those who grew up in the suburb from childhood to
adulthood, Daceyville exists in memory ¿s ¿ 

(¡l¡¡s'-or 
maybe a

series of periods-as well as a place. The arrangement of memo-
ries often defies the precepts of linear chronology, and these
stories frequently moved back and forth over a decade or more.
Spatial and temporal experience could merge: .Oh it was really a
lovely time to grow up in Daceyville because there was so much
open space, gardens and parks around'.ao

The Daceyville presented here was part of the experience of
childhood. And it was imbued with a potential which owed much
to social periodicity-part of growing up in a time characterised
by respectability, homogeneity and community. The fenceless
design was successful because 'there was never any problem
about impinging on anyone else's patch of whatever. But I don,t
know whether it would work these days. I'm sure it wouldn'r,
unfortunately'.al Yet the constant references and clear images of
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the peculiarities of Daceyville's spatiality demonstrate that per-

ceptions of space also influence memories of time.
Ideas of experience such as these come couched in episodic

frameworks which serve both as mnemonic prompters of memory

and symbolic encapsulations of experience. Oral narratives are,

in the words of John Murphy, inclined 'towards the metaphoric

rather than the specific'-they are 'condensations . . . of other

images and experiences'.42 Frances, Elizabeth and Clara in par-

ticular presented themselves and their experiences as typical of a

broader Daceyville identity. In a sense the homogeneity central to
their narratives allowed them to speak confidently on behalf of
their community.

These narratives are also in a sense the 'spatial stories' which
Michel de Certeau maintains 'constantly' transform 'places into
spaces or spâces into places' by investing these with meaning'

orientation and situation.a3 Such stories are inherently subversive

in that they explode the monolithic constructions of spatial

meaning presented by both the planners and the intellectual
critics of suburban culture. They demonstrate the act of spatial

and self-creation which comes from subjective experience. But
they can also legitimise, through accommodation and compro-
mise, those dominant 'objective' constructions of nationalism
and respectability.

I am reminded here of Janet McCalman's insights into the

nineteenth-century British planned estate Shaftesbury Park. Here,

'working class respectables were granted conditions for the

realisation of some individual dignity and for the creation of a
community bound by common ideals'.aa The same might be said

of that first generation of 'Daceyvillites'. As a planned suburb,
Daceyville was a highly regulated space-imagined, laid out, and
monitored by planners drawing on the ideological perceptions of
space I have described. Yet much of the regulation and function-
ing of the suburb was carried out by the residents themselves.

The belief and participation in the suburban ideal did not,
however, result in the creation of the passive 'suburban man' of
Ashbolt's dystopia: 'Things merely happen to him or around
him'.as These people, and indeed I suspect the men and women of
Ashbolt's imagined suburbia, actively shaped their environment'

16
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albeit within the confines of larger economic and cultural fo¡ces.

Though the pursuit of respectability and its manifestation in the
spâdal forms of the suburb owed much to dominant discourses

of respectability and the function of suburban space, it did not
attomatically produce the 'obeisance' which so appalled Ashbolt
and others. Rather, respectability-much of it derived from the
construction of private and communal space 

-seemed 
to facili-

tate an assertive consciousness and activism among that first
generâtion of 'Daceyvillites'.
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